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What's New
As of October 8, 2013
 
Here's a quick update of what's new from New Road Map Foundation, host of FinancialIntegrity.org and the
Simple Living Forum. These community-created websites are the "go-to" places for people who are integrating
financial integrity into their lives by aligning their financial lifestyles with their personal values and goals.    
 

And now you can  too. 

On The Wiki

Resource: Rolling Jubilee      

Retiring debt, 20 to 1. Occupy Wall Street uses Wall Street's tricks to retire personal debts (in a fairly innovative,
random, and egalitarian fashion.) Welcome to Rolling Jubilee. They've retired over $12,000,000 of the debts of
strangers using only a little more than $600,000. And they hope to do more.

Resource: Stock Investment Simulator       

 
If you are considering investing in stocks and don't know how well you'd do, here's a way to practice. Investment
simulators let you test your self, your skills, and your risk tolerance without losing (or making) money. Practice,
practice, practice (for months or even years). Good luck.

In The News

Event - New Economy Week 2013  
 
New Economy Week 2013: Seven Days Toward A More Just And Sustainable World

From October 12-18, New Economy Coalition will be highlighting events and projects that promote the principles
of democracy, justice, and sustainability. You're in control. Add your event to their list. 

NY Times profiles a new values-based investing option: Mosaic       

Thanks to the J.O.B.S. Act of 2012, there will now be many more options to become an adept, sophisticated and
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knowledgeable investor, as it says in Step 9, even if you're not a millionaire.  And better yet, it's becoming easier
to invest your values.  Last week, the NY Times profiled one such avenue, Mosaic, which helps broker
investment deals exclusively around renewable energy.  On a side note, we noticed an interesting statistic cited
in the article: "Almost half of millennial-generation investors worth more than $1 million screen their investments
for social values as well as value." Yay, young investors with integrity!  Read the article about Mosaic.                  

Facebook Highlights
 
Millenials and Financial Integrity       

The Nine Steps don't vary, but each individual's answers do; especially for Millenials. The post on Facebook that
included the link reached farther than most. Student debt, employment possibilities, lifestyle choices, and interest
rates aren't the same as twenty years ago. Our ecological, financial, technical, and social climates are all
changing. 

The Best of Simple Living Forums

Making Sense of the Affordable (Health) Care Act

Having trouble understanding the Affordable (Health) Care Act? You're not alone. Simple for some. Complicated
for others. A source of debate for many. The SLF community has a wealth of perspectives and a very active
discussion board.    

Come Join Us 

Transform the World's Relationship With Money  
 
Come join us & transform the world's relationship with money - as a board member. New Road Map Foundation
is seeking board candidates. We want people who know there's a better way, and are eager to champion the
cause of values-based financial literacy. Nominate yourself, or pass along the names of nominees. Fresh voices
carry farther. We look forward to hearing from you. Here's the volunteer job description.  

As a community-edited "wiki", content is constantly being updated at www.FinancialIntegrity.org.  Come cruise
the site for the latest entries, add new resources you've found, and let us all know what you're doing to increase
financial integrity in your lives and in the world.  If you're having any problems using the wiki, please let the
moderators know at info@financialintegrity.org.  We're here to help! 
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New Road Map Foundation | PO Box 1363 | Langley | WA | 98260
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